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1. Define what you need:

– Get clear on the type of employee you need and what skills and knowledge 
.they must possess to successfully meet your expectations in the job.

– Write a clear and thorough job description based on the above information.

2. Identify candidates:

– Choose the outlets where you are most likely to reach your ideal candidate. 

– Depending on the position, use social media sites.

– Get referrals from existing employees and customers.

3. Screen applicants:

– Require all applicants to submit the same standard information, such as 
application, resume, etc.

– Adhere to your minimum qualifications listed in the job description.

Three Recruiting Process Steps
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Concepts involved in Modern Recruitment

• E- recruitment- is the use of technology or the web based tools to assist the 
recruitment processes. The tool can be either a job website like naukri.com, the 
organization's corporate web site or its own intranet. Many big and small 
organizations are using Internet as a source of recruitment. Online recruitment 
helps the organizations to automate the recruitment process, save their time and 
costs on recruitment.

• Scouting- Scouting means sending the representation of the organizations to 
various sources of recruitment with a view to persuading or stimulating the 
candidates to apply for jobs.

• Re – Recruitment - When the most qualified or experienced staff leave the 
company let them know that they are welcome back.

• Event Recruitment- Sponsoring events where the candidates you are seeking 
attend to.

• Networking- Relevant and sustained relationships over a period of time can help 
the HR professionals in networking with their colleagues to acquire resources 
from different fields. 
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Outside Sources of Candidates (cont’d)

• Recruiting via the Internet
– More firms and applicants are utilizing the Internet in 

the job search process.

• Advantages of Internet recruiting
– Cost-effective way to publicize job openings

– More applicants attracted over a longer period

– Immediate applicant responses

– Online prescreening of applicants

– Links to other job search sites

– Automation of applicant tracking and evaluation



RECRUITMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

• The Goal Of The Recruitment Function Is To 
Identify, Attract, And Hire The Most Qualified 
People (Cascio, 2006). 

• In The U.S., Over 90% Of Large Companies Use The 
Internet To Recruit Applicants

• Over 95% Of Fortune 500 Have An Online Job Page

• Over 46 Million People Look For Job Openings 
Online



What is e-Recruitment (1)?

• An online service for potential candidates to:
– Search for jobs

– View job details

– Apply for jobs

– Monitor progress of their application

– Arrange interviews

– Receive & accept offer

– On-boarding

– Give feedback



What is e-Recruitment?

• An online service for recruiters to:
– Build a vacancy
– Approve a vacancy
– Advertise a vacancy

• Links with Job Boards
• Facebook / Twitter etc

- Monitor applications
- Short-listing
- Arranging interviews
- Making appointments
- On-boarding

- And so much more…..



ONLINE RECRUITMENT AND RECRUITMENT 
OBJECTIVES

• Cost

• Speed Of Filling Job Vacancies

• Psychological Contract Fulfillment

• Satisfaction And Retention Rates

• Quality And Quantity Of Applicants

• Diversity Of Applicants





ATTRIBUTES OF THE
RECRUITING WEB SITE 

• Navigability can be defined as the overall ease with which a user can browse 
through multiple Web pages to locate topics of interest. Hosting a Web site that 
displays current information and includes active hyperlinks to retrieve information is 
essential in maintaining user interest within the site. To achieve this goal, 
organizations should follow the “three-click” rule for users to locate information of 
interest 

• Content information refers to the degree to which the Web site hosts relevant 
information that the user deems valuable and informative in nature. Providing 
information that the user desires is another mechanism by which organizations can 
sustain user interest and satisfaction with the Web site.

• The media richness theory has been frequently applied to explain why hosting 
relevant content information is beneficial to applicants. Specifically, this theory 
contends that communication effectiveness is a function of the degree to which 
media sources reduce user uncertainty and equivocality.



ATTRIBUTES OF THE 
RECRUITING WEB SITE 

• The more customizable information an organization provides on its Webpage, the 
more likely an applicant will engage in appropriate self-selection behavior (to apply or 
not apply for a job within the organization). In other words, if the Web site provides 
direct feedback to applicants regarding their P-O or P-J fit, the online recruiting effort 
will likely attract a more qualified applicant pool.

• Companies should consider how the aesthetic features of their Web sites engage user 
interest and attention. These features encompass the overall stylistic or innovative 
aspects of a Web site, such as contrasting colors, pictures, animation, and playfulness, 
which keep the user engaged while he or she navigates through multiple Web pages

• Integrating these attributes together, a Web site’s usability has been found to affect 
applicant perceptions and attitudes toward the organization. A recent meta-analytic 
study  found a corrected correlation coefficient of .41 between Web site usability and 
organizational attraction – in other words, the more usable the Web site was 
perceived, the more likely the applicant was attracted to the organization.



Guidelines for Online Recruitment 

• More Suitable For Well Known Firms With Excellent Employer Brand.

• To Be Used As One Of The Many Sources Of Recruitment.

• More Suitable When Large Number Of Candidates Are Required For 
High-level Jobs Requiring High Levels Of Education.

• Be Aware Of The Limitations, Such As The Limited Ability To Attract 
Highly Qualified Candidates And Minority Candidates. It May In Fact 
Attract Job Hoppers.

• The Websites Should Be Easy To Use And Navigate And Designed To 
Attract Not Screen Candidates.

• Online Screening Systems Should Be Based On Job Analyses.



• E-recruiting systems should provide realistic preview of the job 
and the firm.

• The effectiveness should be regularly reviewed and continuously 
improved based on feedback from job applicants.

• Should be culturally sensitive and suit people from diverse 
backgrounds including those with low education levels and low 
computer self-efficacy.

• Should incorporate privacy protection policies including 
collection of only employment specific data and restricting 
access to and distribution of such data.

Guidelines for Online Recruitment 
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Selected Recruitment Web Sites

Figure 5–9Source: HR Magazine, November 2003.







Modern Methods of Recruitment – Social Media 

Social Media Recruiting 

• When organizations are looking forward to hire 

the top talents in the job market, social media 

recruiting is another source to hire the skilled 

people. 

• With the help of social media sites, organizations 

are able to find and attract the top candidates 

who can flexibly work on the business goals and 

objectives (Kimberly, 2015). 



Of those respondents using social media for recruiting:

87% using 

LinkedIn

55% using 

Facebook

47% using 

Twitter

12% using 

YouTube



Of those respondents using social media for recruiting:

3.1% successfully hired through company blog

94.5% successfully hired through LinkedIn

24.2% successfully hired through Facebook

15.9% successfully hired through Twitter



RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES AND SOCIAL 
NETWORKING

• Social Networking Sites And Online Search Engines Are Being 
Used More Frequently Now As An HR Tool Than They Were 
Two Years Ago. 

• They Are Primarily Used To Search For Passive Applicants, 
Particularly At The Middle Management Levels, Who Might 
Not Otherwise Apply Or Be Contacted By An Organization. 

• They Are Not Used To Screen Applicants.

• Negative Information Provided In The Social Networking 
Sites, Has A Greater Influence On Hiring Decisions, Than 
Positive Information.



Sources: 
1) http://www.nypost.com/p/news/business/jobs/boot_camp_Hkb09pi8zxnRw5jQLa6YtO/1

• Potentially larger pool of candidates

• Access to more information to better filter candidates

• More direct line of communication to the potential hires themselves

• High usage and short response time on some social networks may help 

fill positions faster, resulting in a decrease of vacancy days

• Access to hidden candidates

• Increase job visibility and easy sharing

• Enhance candidate experience 

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/business/jobs/boot_camp_Hkb09pi8zxnRw5jQLa6YtO/1


LinkedIn – Search 



LinkedIn – Company pages, groups, career tabs



LinkedIn – Group and company statistics






